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CODING FOR FASHION-TECH

INTRODUCTION

Coding for fashion-tech entails the integration of fashion and technology by giving a function to 
a design, for example through adding programmable lights or sensors to a garment. This allows 
to amplify and extend the natural ability and performance of the human body or add new ways of 
communication or interaction with the body, or anything surrounding the user. By achieving the 
fundamental understanding of coding, the students will be able to understand the language of 
coding and the possible relationship between fashion and technology that will enable them to 
work in interdisciplinary teams. 

UNIT OUTLINE

The premise for this unit is for the students to gain an understanding of the basics of the Arduino 
environment by linking the physical and the digital. Arduino as an open-source electronics platform 
based on a software and hardware allows for fast prototyping for those with no background in 
electronics and coding, while also being flexible for advanced users. Through lectures with inductions, 
the students will develop the fundamental knowledge of the C programming language. In application 
sessions, such as workshops and interdisciplinary group work, the students are to develop skills 
related to compiling and running programs in Arduino IDE. 

Through the use of methods such as workshops and problem-based learning, the students are 
expected to develop competences related to problem formulation and solving, communication, 
teamwork, information literacy and interpersonal abilities. The knowledge and skills acquired are 
supported by recommended resources and reading. The knowledge and skills acquired from this unit 
are complementary to the Wearables unit. A teaching assistant will provide students with focused 
assistance and guidance throughout the unit. 

INDICATIVE CONTENT AND TEACHING AND LEARNING METHODS

In this unit, the students should be introduced to the following:

• Introduction to Arduino and basic setup
• Basics of C programming language (variables, basic operators, conditionals, loops)
• Compile and run a program to implement:

• LEDs as main source of feedback
• Buttons as the basis for human interaction with Arduino
• Sensors to acquire data from the environment
• Motor control to make an object move
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The contents should be delivered through lectures with inductions, applied sessions as workshops or 
interdisciplinary group work. The blended learning approach facilitating the knowledge and resource 
sharing between the tutor(s) and the students.

Also see Tool 2 Workshops (Technology and Engineering), Tool 3 Interdisciplinary Group Work, Tool 
5 Problem-based learning, Tool 8 Blended Learning, and Tool 9 Self-Directed Learning (available at 
http://www.e4ft.eu), together with the resource list below for further support. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon successful completion of the unit the students will be able to:

1. Demonstrate advanced knowledge and understanding of the Arduino environment: composition 
of the development board, application to sensors and function of basic codes;

2. Compile and run basic programs to receive feedback, interact, or acquire data with Arduino
3. Critically analyse and explain the possibilities and limitations offered by Arduino

ASSESSMENT METHODS

The assessment for this unit involves written interpretation of findings and learnings in the application 
sessions: 

1. Active participation in the application session, which is assessed through a learning journal, 
where students document, constructively analyse and discuss their learning process, and reflect 
and demonstrate their awareness, determination and self-critical abilities (see template in Tool 
9 Self-Directed Learning).

2. Project-based independent or group work based on compiling and running a program, which is 
assessed by successfully presenting the results in the end of the unit, and uploading the code for 
the teacher to be marked.
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READING AND RESOURCE LIST

Essential Reading and Resources

Amariei, C. (2015) Arduino development cookbook: over 50 hands-on recipes to quickly build and 
understand Arduino projects, from the simplest to the most extraordinary. Birmingham, England: 
Packt Publishing.
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Videos to learn how to use Arduino from scratch:  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZfay8jtbyJt6gkkOgeeapCS_UrsgfuJA 

Reference to all the functions: https://www.arduino.cc/reference/en/ 

Tutorials: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/HomePage?from=Main.Tutorials 

Useful general content:  
https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/learn-electronics-arduino-just-watching-videos/ 

Arduino Project Hub: Wearables https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub/projects/tags/wearables 

SparkFun https://learn.sparkfun.com 

Further Reading and Resources

Horvath, J. et al. (2015). The New Shop Class Getting Started with 3D Printing, Arduino, and Wearable 
Tech. 1st ed. 2015. [Online]. Berkeley, CA: Apress.

Olsson, T. (2012) Arduino Wearables. 1st ed. 2012. [Online]. Berkeley, CA: Apress.

Sicardi, A. (nd). Dress-Coding: Arabelle Sicardi’s study of fashion vs. technology, weaving and code 
[Online] https://www.ssense.com/en-us/editorial/fashion/dress-coding
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